THE TRUCK
DRIVER CAREER
JOURNEY
Since 1998, we have helped truck drivers through various stages
of their careers. From those experiences, we defined what we call
the "Driver Career Journey". The Driver Career Journey is not a
linear path, and many drivers will travel back and forth between
different stops on the Journey over the course of their careers.

We define the different stops along the Journey as follows:

Company Driver
Low risk and low
reward
Drive whatever truck
their carrier provides to
them
Options for increasing
their earnings are often
limited

Pioneer
Lease-Purchase OwnerOperator under carrier authority

Lowest-risk way for a
driver to run their own
business
Typically first-time
owner-operators that are
leased to operate under
a carrier’s operating
authority
Leverage carrier’s
freight network, and
buying networks for
things like insurances,
fuel, maintenance and
tires

Hired Gun
Owner-Operator under carrier
authority w/ own truck

Experienced owneroperators who choose
to drive under a
carrier’s operating
authority
Source their truck in
the open market to
find exactly what they
want
Similar to Pioneers,
Hired Guns typically
leverage the carrier’s
buying networks and
freight network

Lone Ranger
Owner-Operator
w/ Own Authority

Operate under their own
authority, and make their
own purchase decisions
Responsible for
managing their own
customers, negotiating
rates and paying all their
vendors
Prefer to operate on the
fringe of the mainstream
industry and gravitate
toward specialty/highpaying niches

Trail Blazer
Owner-Operator w/
Multiple Trucks

The next generation of
small but growing
trucking fleets
Often still drive, in
addition to managing
everything else it
takes to make a small
business run
Often run on their own
authority, but
sometimes choose to
operate their small
fleet under the
operating authority of
a much larger carrier
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FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT
THE TRUCK DRIVER CAREER
JOURNEY, CLICK HERE

